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The counting series for homeomorphically irreducible labelled graphs is 
given. A linear recurrence equation is obtained to facilitate the tabulation of 
the number of such graphs on a specified number of vertices. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
A graph is said to be homeomorphically irreducible if it contains no 
bivalent vertices. For convenience, we refer to a tree or graph with this 
property as an h-tree or an h-graph, respectively. A graph is said to be 
simple if it contains no loops or multiple edges. To ti ideas, the following 
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The parenthetic figure beside each graph gives the number of ways in 
which the graph may be labelled. Thus, there are 5 connected simple 
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habelled h-graphs and 15 simple labelled h-graphs on 4 vertices. The term 
label&g will be understood to denote vertex labelling. 
The following is an enumeration of h-graphs with 3 edges and 2 vertices. 
The parenthetic figure beside each graph gives the number sf ways in 
which the graph may be labelled. There are, therefore, 4 connected iabelled 
h-graphs and 6 labelled h-graphs on 3 edges and 2 vertices. 
The enumeration of labelled h-trees is a special case of the h-graph 
enumeration problem, and has been treated by Meir and Moon [I] and, 
more recently, by Read [2]. The purpose of the present paper is to provide 
a treatment of the h-graph enumeration problem for simple graphs. 
Graphs are then treated in a similar fashion. A tabulation for simple 
labelled h-graphs and connected simple labelled h-graphs is given with 
respect to the number of vertices to demonstrate that the expressions for 
the counting series are susceptible to numerical computation. The com- 
putations may be reduced to iterating a fomth order linear recurrence 
eqnation in two variables. 
In the counting series which will be developed the elements x and y are 
used as edge-weight and vertex-weight, respectively. The elements are 
members of a commutative ring. Suppose that JZZ’ is a set of Iabelled graphs 
and that a,,, is the number of members of & which have edges and p 
vertices. Then we shall refer to 
as the exponential counting series for the set JZZ+ or the e~ponent~a~ge~erat~~g 
function for the sequence (a,,3. The series is exponential only in the labelled 
elements, namely the vertices, but this usage does not lead to ambiguity. 
The counting series for the sets of figures which arise in the com- 
binatorial decomposition of the problem have been ~o~st~~ted by a 
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uniform method in which the combinatorial operations (for example, 
edge subdivision) are representable directly by algebraic operations on the 
appropriate counting series. It has therefore been possible to abbreviate 
several of the proofs of the propositions in which these counting series 
are stated. 
In the subsequent development, we shall have occasion to consider the 
number of distinguishable configurations among a set S under an equi- 
valence relation E. This number is the cardinality of the quotient set S/E. 
As a matter of convenient terminology we shall say that the generating 
function for the set S/E is obtained from the generating function for S by 
“factoring out” the equivalence relation. This is achieved by certain elemen- 
tary operations on the terms of a generating function itself, and will be 
seen in detail later. 
The operator [P] applied to the functionf(x) gives the coefficient of xp 
in the Laurent series expansion of f(x) at the origin. The convention is 
adopted that there is a null-graph with no vertices, no edges and no com- 
ponents, which is not connected. The graph theoretic terminology em- 
ployed in this paper follows the usage of Tutte [3]. 
2. HOMEOMORPHICALLY IRREDUCIBLE TREES 
We first derive the result obtained by Meir and Moon [l] for the number 
of labelled h-trees on yz vertices, The proof which is given here illustrates 
the technique which will be used repeatedly in the treatment of labelled 
h-graphs. 
PROPOSITION 1. (Cayley’s Formula). Let T(y) be the exponential 
:ounting series for the number of labelled trees. Then 
ProoJ: See, for example, Riordan [4], 
THEOREM 1. Let U(y) be the exponential generating function for the 
number, u, , of labelled h-trees on n vertices. Then 
u, = (n - 2)! C (-I)+” (l) (kklwi)! . 
k 
ProoJ: Lets, be the number of simple connected labelled h-graphs on n 
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vertices and n - f edges, and let 3(x, u) be the expo~entiaI generating 
function for (s,). Since these h-graphs are trees, then 
S(x, y) = x-‘U(xy). 
Now every tree may be constructed uniquely by subdividing the edges of 
and h-tree. Moreover, this operation is reversible. ut the edge subdivision 
for each edge is accomplished by the substitution, 
x = 1 + )’ + y” + . . . = (I - y)-‘. 
Since the construction is bijective 
whence 
S((1 - y)-1, y) = T( y,> 
(1 - Y> U(Y(l - v>-“1 = nY). 
This may be inverted by the substitution 
2 = y(1 - y)-1 
to yield 
U(z) = (I + z) T(z(1 $ z)-“) 
from which the theorem follows by applying [z”/n?j, using 
3. ?RELIMINARIES 
We obtain the counting series for the number of simple h-graphs by 
constructing simple graphs which have at least i bivalent vertices and by 
using the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion. Graphs with the above 
property are constructed from the sets of graphs 9 (circuits), &Z (multiple 
edge, with subdivision) and 9 (multiple loop, with subdivision), since 
these are the only sets of figures in which bivalent vertices may reside. The 
exponential counting series for these sets are given in the following pro- 
positions. 
PaaEWsrTnoN 2. Let %T be the set of labelled simple graphs whose com- 
ponents are circuits. Let c,,, be the number of mch graphs with q edges and 
p vertices. Then the exponential generating function ,for (c,,,) is 
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Proof. The exponential counting series for plane rooted labelled cir- 
cuits is 
x3y3 + x4y4 + . . . . 
The terms 1, xy and x2y2 have been omitted since they correspond to the 
null circuit, the loop and a multiple edge, respectively. The exponential 
counting series for the abstract graph corresponding to the circuits 
enumerated by this series is obtained by factoring out the dihedral opera- 
tion. This yields 
$(x”y” + x”y4 + -). 
The rooting is abolished by factoring out the cyclic rotation. The exponen- 
tial counting series for labelled circuits is accordingly 
1 x3y3 + x”y” -- 
( 2 3 
- + .-). 4 
The exponential counting series for labelled simple graphs whose com- 
ponents are circuits is 
1 x”y” + x4y4 
exp- - 
( 2 3 
__ + -..). 
4 
Thus 
C(x, y) = (1 - z~y)-l/~ exp (- s - q). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let JZ? be the set of simple connected labelled graphs 
constructed on a multiple edge by edge subdivision. Let m,,, be the number 
of such graphs, with q edges and p bivalent vertices. Then the exponential 
generating function for {m,,,J is 
Wx, Y> = (1 + 4 exp (&). 
Proof. Each member of A! is homeomorphically reducible to a graph 
on two vertices. We shall call these vertices the distinguished vertices. 
Suppose there is no edge connecting the distinguished vertices. Then each 
edge of the multiple edge is distinguishable from the others because of the 
labels attached to the vertices to be inserted in each of the edges. Suppose 
that the distinguished vertices are m-valent. The exponential counting 
series for the distinguishable multiple edges embedded in the plane is 
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‘The exponential counting series for the corresponding abstract graph is 
obtained by factoring out the symmetric group. This yields 
x”lm ! . 
The exponential counting series for multiple edges is accordingly the sum 
of these, namely, 
x2 
E(x) = 1 ++- B+ --* 
Now each edge may be subdivided. The counting series for edge 
subdivision is 
X”Y + X”Y” + *I- = x2y(l - xy)“. 
Thus the exponential counting series for the members of 4 with no edges 
joining the distinguished vertices is 
E(x2y(l - xy)-l) = exp(x2y(l - xv)-I). 
The excluded case, namely a simple edge joining the distinguished vertices, 
is counted by 
1 + X. 
Thus 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S? be the set of simple connected labelled graphs 
consisting of multiple loops with edge subdivision. Let I,,, be the number 
of such graphs with q edges and p bivalent vertices. Then the exponevltid 
generating function for {I,,,) is 
L,(x, Y) = exp ( 
ProoJ Similar to Proposition 3. 
4. SIMPLE GRAPHS 
The main result gives the exponential counting series for simple labelle 
h-graphs. The result is obtained by constructing a graph on rz vertices 
which has at least i bivalent vertices, and by applying inclusion and 
exclusion. 
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THEOREM 2. Let H(x, y) be the exponential generating function for the 
number h,>, of simple labeled h-graphs on q edges andp vertices. Then 
H(x, y) = (1 i ~y)-~/~ exp ( XY x”y ” 2 - --4-- 1 
ProojY Consider a set rr of n labelled vertices. Select a subset u of rr 
with i vertices. A subset p of 71 remains with j = y1 - i vertices. On v 
construct a graph in which every vertex in G is bivalent, as follows. Consider 
the set p of vertices. Between each distinct pair of vertices of p insert a 
member of J#‘, with bivalent vertices taken from 0’. At each vertex of p 
attach a member of 9 with bivalent vertices taken from CT. Assign the 
remaining vertices of 0 among the members of V. The sum of graphs on y1 




Xfib + C(x, y)(M(x, y)>( 3 (L(x, y))j. 
The term (3 is the number of ways labels may be assigned to p. Note that 
there may be more than i bivalent vertices since a bivalent vertex may arise 
by the insertion of an edge between vertices which are univalent. By the 
Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion, the number of simple labelled h- 
graphs with n vertices and yy1 edges is 
T ( 7) (-1Y @hi = [xm -$I F 5 C(x, -YXWX, -YN%(X, -YY 
and the theorem follows from Propositions 2, 3, and 4. 
COROLLARY 1. The generating function for the number hz,, of connected 
simple labelled h-graphs on q edges andp vertices is 
H”(x, y) = log H(x, y). 
Proof. Application of a theorem of Gilbert [5]. 
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~=OROLLARY 2. The exponential generating ~~~zctjo?~ for the number h, 
of simple labelled h-graphs on p vertices is 
ProojI Direct from Theorem 2, putting x = 4. 
5. EXTENSION To GRmas 
The result may be extended in a straightforward manner to graphs. The 
same construction may be employed but the sets G?Y, A’ and 9 must be 
augmented by multiple edges and loops as appropriate, to become 59, 
4+ and LP+. The following propositions give the definitions of these sets 
together with the appropriate generating functions. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let V’ be the set of labelled graphs whose corn~~~e~ts 
are circuits. Let c:,~ be the number of such graphs with q edges and p 
vertieess. Then the exponential generating fu~cti~n~o~ (c&J is 
0(x, y) = (1 - x~)-l/~ exp (y + +I. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 2. 
The contribution from the circuit and the loop is 
xy + + x”y”. 
The exponential counting series for labelled graphs whose ~o~~po~ents 
are circuits is 
Thus 
C+(X, y) = (1 - xy)-li2 exp (k xy + q). 
PROPOSITIQN 6. Let A’+ be the set of labelled connected graphs con- 
structed on a multiple edge by edge subdivision. Let m& be the number of 
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such graphs with q edges and p bivalent vertices. Then the exponential 
generating function for (m;t,,> is 
M+(x, y) = (1 - x)-l exp (*), 
Proof. Similar to Proposition 3. The series (1 - x)-l replaces (1 + x) 
and enumerates the multiple edges. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 9’+ be the set of labelled connected graphs con- 
sisting of multiple loops with edge subdivision. Let I,,, be the number of such 
graphs with q edges andp bivalent vertices. Then the exponential generating 
function for (I,‘,,> is 
Lf(x, Y) = (1 - x)-l exp x2y exp (+-$J&). 
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 3. The series (1 - x)-l 
enumerates the multiple loops. The series exp x2y enumerates loops with 
a single vertex inserted by edge subdivision. The figure is invariant under 
the dihedral operation, so lacks the factor of 4. 
THEOREM 3. Let H+(x, y) be the exponential generating function for 
the number, h& , of labelled h-graphs on q edges andp vertices. Then 
H+(x, y) = (1 + xy)-li2 exp (- T + F) 
-jb%l) 
X f $(1-x) 2 
j=o . 
(exp 
ProoJ Similar to Theorem 2, replacing C(x, y), M(x, y) and L(x, y) by 
C+(x, Y>, M+(x, Y> and L+(x, Y>. 
6. COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 
A scheme for computing the number h, of simple labelled h-graphs on n 
vertices is provided by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. 
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where (a$. satisJies the linear recurrence equation 
2(k $ 1) a$!!, = (j -j” - 4k) a?’ + 2(1 +j - k) a& 
+ (j - 1) a’? _ a’jl 
k 2 k 3 
with initial conditions 
a(9) = - ; j(j - l), 
1 
a!) = f j2(jz - 2j + S), 
at) = - -& (j6 - 3j5 + 15j4 - 13j” + 24j2 + 8). 
Proof. From Corollary 2 we have 
where 
h(y) = 2 &(:)g.(y) 
j&i 3 
3 
gi(y)= (1 + y)-1/2e.p 
( 





Differentiating logarithmically with respect to y we have 
2(1 + y)2gj’( y) + ((1 + y)” y + j2 - (1 + Y)2(1 +j) - (1 jr Y)> gi( U) =Q 
SO 
2(1 + y)” g;( y) + ((1 + Y) y2 +j2 -Al -!- Y>“j gd Yb = 0 
Let 
gj(y) = g at)y”. 
k=O 
The recurrence equation is obtained by comparing coefficients of y”. The 
initial conditions may be obtained by expanding gj( y) to the cubic term in 
y by Maclaurin’s Theorem. 
Corollary 3 implies that the time taken to compute h, is O(I?) The same 
device may be used to provide a numerical scheme for computing the 
coefficients of H(x, y) and H+(x, y). 
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COROLLARY 4. Let h,” be the number of connected simple labelled 
h-graphs on n vertices. Then 
Proof. Let h*(y) be the exponential generating function for (h;}. 
Then, from Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, 
Thus 
h*( Y> = log 4 Y>. 
(h*(v)>’ h( Y> = h’( Y>- 
The result follows by comparing coefficients. 
Corollary 4 implies that the time taken to compute hz is O($). 
TABLE I 
The Number of Simple Labelled h-Graphs on a Vertices 
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7. TABULATED VALUES 
The following Tables I and II, give the numbers of simple labelie 
h-graphs and connected simple labelled h-graphs on a specified number of 
vertices. The tables were computed by expanding h(y) and log aZ( JJ) up 
to y20 using the algebraic manipulation language ALTRAN, on a 
Honeywell 6050 Computer. 
Table III gives the number of simple labelled h-graphs on q e 
vertices in both the connected and unrestricted cases. It should be noted 
that the number of labelled h-trees, enumerated by Theorem 1, appears as 
the superdiagonal (hg-,,,) of this table. 
TABLE BI 
The Number of Simple Labelled Connected h-Graphs on a Vertices 
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TABLE III 




h-Graphs on q Edges and p Vertices 

















0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 







































0 0 0 







0 0 0 
75 245 700 
0 0 0 
90 525 2065 
96 0 0 
96 777 4368 
120 427 0 
135 1302 10094 
180 1260 6448 
315 3045 26468 
420 3780 23520 
510 7455 74970 
700 10850 79800 
760 16275 201320 
837 24045 269360 
843 30135 506492 
765 44814 782880 
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TABLE III (continlced) 
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